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A note from the editor: 
thAs India enters 75  year of Independence…
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As we rejoice in the diamond jubilee celebration of independence this year, the School of 
Happiness reiterates its commitment to create ‘ ...'feeling 
in the citizenry through invoking personal transformation (PT) in its 6-month values-based 
happiness course. We need to tell them that PT doesn't demand perfection, nor does it 
require to be fused in the spirituality. It simply means indoctrination of values like grace, 
gratitude, humanism and harmony. A PT seeker loves to elevate his own self as he loves to 
reach his higher-self – because he belongs to the higher-self, and the higher-self belongs to 
him. 'Freedom' and 'transformation' for individuals lies in winning over the 'invisible enemies' 
that are in the form of anger, greed, envy, lust, illusion, ego; as described by Bhagvad Gita. 
And this becomes a simple process when we think of transforming the fuel itself. 

The new fuel for PT starts working when we present before them a cost-benefit analysis of 
different pursuits of life. Besides demonstrating high cost of unethicality that one has to 
incur, we need to show all the high level of benefits that accrues to the righteous, especially 
in terms of peace and happiness. We need to support our analysis with adequate evidences 
drawn from contemporary world. Meditation and mindfulness, the powerful tools of PT, can 
be practiced by anyone and everyone.    

To Pranjal, a student of our previous batch of happiness course, had a unique sensation 
undergoing PT, like ‘eSa ogh niZ.k ogh] u tkus ;s D;k gks x;k] fd lc dqN ykxs u;k u;k...' She 
wrote in our August newsletter that….PT seemed impossible to me when I was not a part of 
School of Happiness (SOH). But the experience that I had with SOH, proved that with 
happiness everything is possible. Life: By learning real meaning of happiness, my 
perspective towards my life changed. SOH made me believe that despite the situation 
prevailing, we can get happiness with a positive mindset. For example, I love travelling, I 
love going to hill station and I love to spend time with nature. During this time we all are 
stuck up at our homes, going out is risky.

With SOH, I realized that visiting a tourist place isn't necessary to enjoy the beauty of nature. 
Now I am even able to enjoy weather by just staying at home. I do spend a lot of time with my 
plants; I enjoy their company, I play with my dog Candy, I listen to the chirping of birds. SOH 
made me realize the magical power of music, at night I do star gazing and sit at terrace with 
my pet, and we both enjoy listening to the music and staying close to the nature. These apart, 
I would say, Sahaj Yoga is amazing. It has given me a chance to enjoy my own company.

Prof. T.K. Mishra

;s teÈ pk¡n ls csgrj ut+j vkrh gS gesa

REFLECTIONS

School of Happiness commits to transform the fuel for personal transformation



Independence Day Celebration

Lora=rk ds bl ikou volj ij egkfo|ky; deZpkjh la?k o Ldwy v‚Q+ gSIihusl }kjk 
tora=rk ds ve`r egksRlo dk vk;kstu fd;k x;kA dk;ZØe dh 'kq#vkr èotkjksg.k ds lkFk 
lHkh deZpkfj;ksa] f'k{kdks] mifLrFk Nk=x.k }kjk ifo= jk"Vªxku xkdj dh xÃA dk;ZØe dh 
'kq#vkr ekuuh; çkpk;Z th us vius 'kCnksa }kjk lHkh mifLrFk yksxks dks lEcksfèkr fd;k   
çkpk;Z ¼M‚ ,l - ih - vxzoky½  Lora=rk ds vyx vk;ke  mudk orZeku esa egRo vkSj 
fdl çdkj dqN uSfrd ewY;ksa dks viukdj ge lEiw.kZ jk"Vª ds mRFkku esa çR;{k o vçR;{k :i 
ls ;ksxnku ns ldrs gSa  ds fopkj dks lk>k fd;k  çkpk;Z }kjk bl ckr ij Hkh çdk'k Mkyk x;k 
dh vkt+knh ds 75 o"kks± esa geus dÃ {ks=ks esa fodkl fd;k gSA blds lkFk gh mUgksaus Lora=rk 
fnol dh vlhe 'kqHkdkeukvks ds lkFk lHkh dk vkHkkj O;ä fd;k  varr ,d ckj iqu% iwjs 
lEeku ds lkFk lHkh feydj jk"Vªxku xkdj o jkf"Vª; èot dks ueu dj dk;ZØe dks lEiw.kZ 
fd;k

egkohj  vè;{k 
jkekuqtu d‚yst deZpkjh ;wfu;u
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Hello, and welcome to the 6-month values-based happiness course. 

We're excited that you're going to join us on this new journey to learn a little bit about the 
values-based happiness, and also the practice of well-being. The low feeling and sense of loss 
one experiences when one's value system is altered by cultural degradation and social change. 
It's this sorrow that's at the heart of our happiness movements to save the erosion of value 
system. The distress of Afghanistan offers current example of erosion of human values. As 
employers, our duty is not only to pay well but also to make employees feel well, flourishing. As 
teachers, our duty is not only to impart knowledge but also to make students feel wiser and 
happier.  You not only get a chance to watch these short lectures on happiness, but also to think 
about how to develop these practices in your own life. We hope you will enjoy it.

Transformation begins at School of Happiness

What do we really mean by values?

'Values are a kind of ethical GPS we can use to navigate through life', says Jay Shetty in his book 
'Think like a monk'. Values make it easier for you to surround yourself with the right people, 
make tough career choices, use your time more wisely, and focus your attention where it 
matters. Without them we are swept away by distractions. Values are the qualities you look for 
or admire in friends, relatives. They may be competence, responsiveness, belongingness, 
honesty, sincerity, discipline. Whatever they may be, these qualities are, in fact, your own values 
– the very landmarks you should use to guide yourselves through your own lives. 

What values say about happiness? 

There are higher and lower values. Higher values elevate us toward happiness, fulfillment and 
meaning. Lower values demote us toward suffering, anxiety and depression. According to Gita, 
these are some of the higher values: fearlessness, acceptance, absence of anger, gratitude, 
integrity, truthfulness, compassion etc. Happiness and success are not values, they are rewards. 
The six lower values are: Lust, illusion ego, anger, greed and envy. There are also self-enhancing 
and self-transcending values. Whenever we make a choice, whether it is big as getting married 
or as small as thought sharing with a friend, we are driven by our values, whether they are high 
or low. If these choices bring us happiness, then our values are in alignment with our actions.

1. It explains the misconception about happiness

2. Identifies things/acts really increases happiness

3. Provides strategies to reset our expectations

4. Puts into practice the strategies/theories of happiness

Start a New Journey of Happiness!
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Reasons, why this course exists?

1. Values-based happiness is a unique concept

2. This approach has lots of new insights

3. We need these insights pretty badly today

4. It explains why Americans are not happy 

5. It works as a booster for Post-covid emotional health 

6. It helps in reducing tension in a relationships 

7. It helps in listening news without increasing anxiety 

8. It helps in staying focused and productive at work 

9. It helps in sleeping better, despite increased anxiety and stress 

10. It helps in making social connections while feeling lonely 

At the Tokyo Olympics, apart from India's stellar performance, we witnessed many heart-
warming scenes. But the one story that truly struck a chord was that of javelin silver-medalist, 
Maria Andrejczyk. The Polish Olympian heard about an 8-month-old who needed life-saving 
heart surgery. When she saw the fund-raiser for the surgery, she decided to auction off her first-
ever Olympic medal to help! A Polish supermarket chain purchased the silver to help pay for the 
surgery. But they did not take the medal. They let Maria keep it!

We salute the Silver Medalist with a Heart of Gold! 
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IN THE MEDIA
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